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MANX ORNITHOLOGICAL NOTES, J924. 

BY 

P. G. KALFE. 

THE following notes are intended to continue the record from 
Vol. XVII., p. 229. 

CARRION X HOODKD CROW (Corvus corone X comix).—Mr. 
F. S. Graves writes : " On April 7th, 1924, I again observed a 
mixed pair of corone and comix half a mile to the east of last 
year's site. On May 4th I located the nest, with the grey bird 
sitting on it, on a small, grassy cap of an almost vertical fold 
in the face of a low cliff some forty feet high. The black 
Crow was on guard, constantly dashing at Herring-Gulls and 
Jackdaws nesting in the same cliff. 

" I visited the site many times from this date, and spent a 
long time observing the birds. The sitting bird was always, 
the grey one ; occasionally when the nest was left for a few 
minutes the black bird would settle on the grassy cap but 
never on the nest, and would leave when the other returned. 
By May 24th there were evidently young in the nest as 
both birds showed great anxiety when I approached it. On 
June n t h I could see two young Crows in the nest gasping 
in hot sun. On the? 15th I found two young hybrid Crows on 
Contrary Head, some 600 yards from nest, and two others 
still in it. I approached to within fifteen yards of one, when 
with glasses I had a perfect view of it in good light. Although 
in the distance it appeared to be dingy black, it was 
intermediate in plumage, the grey of the back a deep 
brownish-grey with the feathers edged black. Head dull 
smoky-black, wings black with dull green and purple sheen. 
Tail black and still short. Bill deep lead-black. Legs and 
feet black. Eyes pearl-grey with dark pupil. The grey of 
one still in the nest appeared to be lighter than that of the 
two on wing. On June 20th the lour young were on the 
wing. 

" On July 20th I again saw this family party oi Crows 
feeding in a field on the hill, the four 3'oung birds appearing 
very dark alongside the Hooded Crow, the lighter parts of the 
plumage were just noticeable in a favourable; light. I last 
saw the two old Crows with three of their hybrid young feeding 
on the slope of Contrary Head, near the nesting site, on 
March 15th, 1925, the young still looking very dark. 

" In 1923 I stated from the behaviour and appearance of 
the birds that the black one was the female. This year the 
case is reversed, the grey one being the female." 
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BLACK REDSTART (Phwnicurus o. gibrallariensis).—About 
the new year of 1923-4 one was caught in a yard at Ramsey ; 
it died after a short confinement. 

IRISH DIPPER (Cinclus c. hibernicus).—A specimen taken on 
the headwater of Sulby in November, 1023, was given to the 
Manx Museum by Mr. R. F. Douglas. This has very dark and 
uniform upper plumage, red band not extensive or deeply 
coloured. Mr. H. F. Witherby, who has seen the bird, writes 
me that it " matches Irish specimens very well and may be 
said to be quite typical of that race." 

HOOPOE (Upupa e. epops).—On March 27th, 1924, Mr. F. 
S. Graves watched a bird ol this species on Peel Hill. 

KINGFISHER (Aleech a. ispida).—I am told by Mr. H. M. 
Rogers of another Manx nest. While fishing a small stream 
near Douglas, he caught a Kingfisher on his hook. He 
released the bird with difficulty and later traced it (or its mate) 
to a hole in the bank, which contained three eggs. 

OSPREY (Pandion h. haliacclus).—On March 26th, T924, a 
specimen was killed on a. tree at Ballamenagh, between 
Douglas and Laxey, and has come into possession of the Manx 
Museum. An adult (or nearly adult) male, it is the first 
certain record of the species in Man. 

WHOOPER SWAN (Cygnus cygnus).—On March 9th, 1924, 
a mature specimen was killed out of five on the small Lough 
of Gat-e-Whing, Andreas, and through Mr. J. Bell came to 
the Manx Museum. 

BEWICK'S SWAN (Cygnus b. bewickii).—In November, 1923, 
one was killed in the Northern Curragh, and also found its 
way to the Museum through Mr. Bell. 

SLAVONIAN GREBE (Podiccps auritus).—In February, 1924, 
one was shot on a " dub " at Andreas, and given to the 
Museum through Mr. Bell. 

GREAT NORTHERN DIVER (Colymbns inimer).—On Novem
ber 27th, 1924, a bird of this species was handed to Mr. F. S. 
Graves by a fisherman. Its foot had been caught on a hook 
of a long line, set on the bottom of from eight to nine fathoms 
of water, some two miles off Peel. These lines are armed with 
hooks fixed to fifteen inches of snod, six feet apart along the 
line. A small whiting on the next hook had all the appearance 
of having been seized by the bird before it in turn was caught 
on the next one and drowned. It was a fine bird in usual 
winter plumage, weighing exactly eleven pounds. The birds 
which are seen in Peel Bay are frequently badly " oiled." 

HERRING-GULL (Lams a. argentatus).—Mr. G. Preston 
informs me that in the spring of 1924 a pair attempted to nest 
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on the chimney of a house at " King Orry," Laxey. The 
wire guard of the chimney was beaten down to form a founda
tion, but after about a fortnight's occupation the birds 
disappeared. In spite of the familiarity of the species in the 
Manx towns, I have never heard of a similar instance. 

Mr. F. S. Graves writes : " A few only of the large number 
of Herring-Gulls in the Peel district have acquired a taste for 
young rabbits. I had frequently been told that they had 
been seen to catch them on the hillside above the west quay, 
drop them into the harbour, tear them to pieces and devour 
them. On June 3rd, 1924, I noticed two Gulls apparently 
waiting an opportunity of seizing one of the many young 
rabbits feeding on the grass outside the burrows on the hill 
opposite. They slowly stalked the smaller ones through the 
bracken, taking no notice of the larger and full grown ones. 
Presently one seized one by the skin of its back and planing 
down dropped it on the mud in the centre of the harbour (the 
tide being out at the time). Many other Gulls hurrying up 
to join in the feast were driven off by fishermen, and the 
rabbit, about the size of a full grown rat, was brought to me 
paralyzed with fright but apparently uninjured. Had the 
tide been in at the time, the rabbit would have been torn to 
pieces and swallowed in a few seconds." 

GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL (Larus marinus).—Mr. F. S. 
Graves writes : "This bird is much more numerous in the 
Peel district than it was twenty to thirty years ago. A few 
frequent Peel shore and bay at all seasons. Occasionally I 
meet with them inland on small sheets of water, flooded fields, 
and a mile or so up the Peel river, in company with Herring-
Gulls, but never following a ploughman as other Gulls do. 
They nested in the Peel district at at least one place in 1924. 

" On March 6th, 1925, thirty-one birds of this species were 
on Peel shore and bay and three more in the harbour. I 
recognized birds in the first, second and third winters' plumage 
as well as adults, more of the immature birds than the latter." 
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